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political/humanitarian divide
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DANIEL WARNER "[T]O live ethically, we must think and act politically."'

"[Humanitarian endeavour and political action must

go their separate ways if the neutrality and impartiality

of humanitarian work are not to be jeopardized...."2

"Even though operating in highly politicized circumstances,

humanitarian action does not have to be political."3

THERE has been a recent growth in "humanitarian affairs".

Whether it be in the budgets of organizations specializing in

humanitarian matters,4 the labelling of conflicts as humani-

tarian crises, concern about humanitarian action, or even

the creation of the post of Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations

in the new Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, there is no

question that the word "humanitarian" is much in evidence today as a
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descriptive term for certain events and activities. At first glance this seems a
favourable development. Concern for "humanitarian affairs"—like concern
for human rights — appears to indicate a progressive move towards greater
attention to individuals and to their personal safety. Like motherhood and
apple pie, greater attention to "humanitarian affairs" is something no one
should be against.

Indeed, the word "humanitarian" has become associated with
all that is humane and positive. Like human rights,5 it implies helping those
in need. In the case of humanitarianism specifically, and to distinguish it from
human rights, this need has been constructed around helping victims. Hu-
manitarian action may, for example involve helping victims of natural disas-
ters, as in the recent operations in Central America. Our concern here, how-
ever, is more specifically with helping victims in times of armed conflict. It
is important to remember that international humanitarian law comprises the
laws of war. So the humanitarianism we are focusing on is specifically linked
to violence.Without war, there would be no humanitarian law; without war,
there would be no humanitarian space.

What is the relationship between this humanitarian space and
war? If we assume that war and violence are extensions of the political, then
we understand the traditional description of humanitarian space as an area
separate from the political, and that this separation is a critical ideological
concept that is fundamental to organizations like the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross (ICRC). Impartiality, neutrality and independence
are predicated on separating the humanitarian from the political. One acts
within the humanitarian space in the midst of, but separate from, the polit-
ical. In this sense, humanitarian law represents a beacon of hope, order and
civility within the barbarity of violence and chaos. The very fact that there
can be humanitarian law in a situation such as war is seen as one of the crown-
ing achievements of recent history. To have rules within the breakdown of
accepted norms crystallizes man's efforts to overcome his base instincts.

Greater concern for humanitarian affairs would seem to repre-
sent an important opening of space for human values and, at the same time,
a closing or limiting of the space for other less benign activities. Increasing

5 Fora discussion on human rights somewhat rights: two interrelated misunderstandings", Den-

similar to this article's perspective on humanitar- ver Journal of International Law and Policy, Vol.

ianism, see Daniel Warner, "An ethics of human 24, No. 2/3, Spring 1996, pp. 395-415.
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the humanitarian space has inherent implications for the political and the
relationship between them. It seems obvious that space can never be
ever-expanding. Therefore, if humanitarian space is increased, or at least
concretized, there is less space for the political/violent. The separation of the
humanitarian from the political has implications for the occupation of a
bounded area. Again, who could be against the expansion of humanitarian
space and the limiting of the political/violent?

In order to re-examine this position, and to show why one
might be against die extension of humanitarian space, it is necessary to go
back to the fundamental premise on which the preceding arguments are
based. The separation of the humanitarian from the political involves a long
tradition in Western political thought and touches upon basic assumptions
about who we are and how we live.6 From Thucydides to Hobbes, from
Machiavelli to Weber, Niebuhr, Morgenthau and Kissinger, there has been a
Realist political tradition with deep religious undertones and important po-
litical ramifications.7 The basis of this tradition, perhaps best expressed in the
theology of St Augustine, is the notion of a fallen world and the separation
of that fallen world from the City of God.8 Because this world is fallen, the
tradition goes, man is limited in what he can achieve without divine assist-
ance. Any human action widiout intervention, therefore, must be limited in
its scope and bound up in the necessarily "messy" affairs of that which is in-
herendy fallen and evil.9

In other words, according to die Realist tradition politics must
be dirty. Decisions such as the fire-bombing of Dresden and the atomic
bombing of Nagasaki and Hiroshima are typical examples of what politi-
cians must do. Ethicists study diese cases under die title "the problem of dirty
hands".10 Any political action in this world, say the Realists, must be tainted
since the very arena in which the action is taking place is fallen.

6 I have briefly discussed this in a book review 8 For a wonderful engagement with St Au-

in Refugee Abstracts, Vol. 10, No. 1, March 1991, gustine, see William Connolly, The Augustinian

pp. 66-68. imperative: A reflection on the politics ofmoral-

7 A very readable recent presentation of Re- ity, Sage Publications, Newbury Park, 1993.
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Louisiana State University Press, Baton Rouge, principled world".
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And, according to this world view, within this fallen world hu-
manitarianism becomes a tiny, possible opening which much be kept separ-
ate from the political. For humanitarianism, unlike the political, does not
involve national interest or power. Humanitarianism is a space that, while
not quite divine, is separate from the "messy" affairs of the fallen world. In
addition, the greater the interest in humanitarian affairs and the greater the
space this occupies, the smaller the space for the political, given the zero-sum
game we mentioned before. As Adam Roberts has noted in another context
but mirroring this line of reasoning: "The increase in humanitarian efforts
in the 1990s contained many elements of idealism, not least a hope that it
was part of a larger process whereby the sovereignty of states would take sec-
ond place to the human rights of citizens".11

All this seems rather obvious and is contained in the assump-
tions of most of the writing on the political/humanitarian divide. One has
only to read books like Humanitarianism under siege: A critical review of Opera-

tion Lifeline Sudan by Larry Minear and several colleagues or Humanitarian

politics by Larry Minear and Thomas Weiss to sense the authors' ferocious
determination to stem the tide of political incursion into the humanitarian
space.12 The separation between the humanitarian and the political is
sacrosanct; the Realist tradition underlies almost all writing on the hu-
manitarian/political divide. And even if one gets behind simplistic notions
of aid agencies stereotyped as non-political, one is left with unsophisticated
arguments about how and why the humanitarian becomes involved in the
political, such as the following.

In reality, humanitarian actors are deeply involved in the po-
litical sphere. To do their work, aid personnel and human-rights monitors
usually require the permission of political authorities, which include entry
visas and residency visas and permits. Relief programmes need duty-free
entry for supplies, permission to exchange foreign currency, and authorization
to communicate regularly and freely with their respective headquarters. Par-
ticularly essential — but also especially sensitive — in times of armed con-
flict, aid agencies need access to distressed populations.13

11 Adam Roberts, Humanitarian action in war: "Do international ethics matter? Humanitarian
Aid, protection and impartiality in a policy vac- politics in the Sudan", Ethics & International Af-
uum, Adelphi paper No. 305,1996, p. 7. fairs, Vol. 5,1991, p. 214.

12 "International ethics do matter, although 13 Larry Minear and Thomas G.Weiss, op. dr.,
politics inevitably influence the contents of huma- note 3, p. 13.

nitarianism." See Thomas Weiss and Larry Minear,
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But what would happen if we began from non-Realist
assumptions? That is, what would happen if we began from the assumption
that this world is not fallen, and that politics does not exist in a tainted
environment? In other words, what if we began from the assumption that
the political is not inherently evil, and that the humanitarian should not (can-
not) be separated from the political? Or, more to the point, what would hap-
pen if we examined the notion that it is a very political move to separate the
political from the humanitarian, and that Realism has its own politics ?

Philosophically first, and then practically, this is a line of rea-
soning that has been taken up recently by more and more scholars. Much
of the current post-structuralist research in international relations has attacked
Realism, pointing out that it is a very particular way of looking at the world
which was formed at a particular moment for a particular purpose.14 Reread-
ings of many of the canons in international relations such as the works of
Hobbes15 and Machiavelli16 have opened up new possibilities in a number
of areas, but the humanitarian/political divide has not yet been properly prob-
lematized.17

In order to contribute to a rethinking of that divide, I would
like to suggest some of the reasons why there has been a growth in interest
in humanitarian affairs. Rather than the positive reading of the increased
attention to humanitarianism which I gave at the beginning of this article
in terms of increased concern for personal safety, I would like to suggest that
the recent rise in interest in humanitarian affairs is an abnegation of

14 Indeed, there is an abundant literature by 16 See R.B.J. Walker, "The prince and 'the pau-

scholars rereading certain texts to try to show that per': Tradition, modernity, and practice in the
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in what they saw in this world, and that modern Derian and Michael J. Shapiro (eds.), Interna-
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specific to the United States and tied to its foreign ings of world politics, D.C. Heath and Co., Lexing-
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power ofpower politics: A critique, Frances Pin- Emerging Political Complexes Discussion Group
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15 See Cornelia Navari, "Hobbes and the note 1. See also the excellent article by Jenny Ed-

Hobbesian tradition in international thought", Mil- kins, "Legality with a vengeance: Famines and hu-

lennium: Journal of International Sfucf/es, Vol. 11, manitarian relief in 'complex emergencies'", Mil-

No. 3,1982, pp. 203-221, or Richard Flatham, lennium: Journal of InternationalSfud/es, Vol. 25,

Thomas Hobbes: Skepticism, individuality and No. 3,1996, pp. 547-575.
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responsibility by those in power. That is, instead of admitting that civil wars
or outbreaks of violence such as the situations in the African Great Lakes
region, Sudan, Afghanistan and Chechnya are very political activities, these
outbreaks are termed humanitarian crises in order to avoid hard decisions
about what to do. Organizations like the ICRC or die Office of the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) are then sent in to
manage the crisis in "Band-Aid", palliative operations that avoid the root
causes of the problem and often lead to uncompromising situations, such
as dealing with guerrillas in refugee camps.

Humanitarian organizations are not equipped to handle
political crises such as civil wars or the collapse of governments. Because
"political" organs such as the United Nations General Assembly and the
Security Council are unwilling or unable to deal with these situations, a
political move has been made to call the situations "humanitarian" and to
involve relief organizations in political crises.18 Indeed, as Roberts notes,
"Numerous Security Council resolutions since 1989 have addressed human-
itarian issues arising from armed conflicts. (...) One reason for the UNSC's
astonishing attention to humanitarian issues is that, in a 15-member body, it
is easier to reach agreement on the lowest common denominator of
humanitarianism than on more partisan or risky policies".19

Within this policy vacuum, the humanitarian space given to
those organizations is inherently limited since the abnegation of responsi-
bility allows a mixture of activities to take place at the same time. Innumer-
able discussions about differences between peace-building, peace-making
and peace-enforcement highlight the unfortunate situations in which orga-
nizations like the ICRC find themselves today when their humanitarian
space is not clearly defined. Complex emergencies also call for complex
responses, with the humanitarian community playing a limited role. Human-
itarian space has traditionally been a limited space within given parameters.
If those parameters disappear or are not clear, the humanitarian space does
not expand automatically. In fact, without the parameters, that space becomes
more diffuse and may even disappear. Part of the re-examination of
the humanitarian/political divide is a re-examination of the zero-sum

18 This is a simple answer to Adam Roberts' cation of serious policy-making?" See Roberts,

question: "Has the increased emphasis of gov- op. cit, note 11, p. 9.

ernments on humanitarian action been an abdi- 19 Ibid., p. 15.
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game assumption that the growth of humanitarian space limits the politi-
cal/violent.

For example, if one examines much of the current literature on
complex emergencies, as Jenny Edkins argues,20 one enters into systemic
analyses of the relationship between human rights violations and violence.
That is, one enters into monocausal arguments that can lead certain com-
plex emergency theorists to suggest that aid may in fact be allowing, if not
producing, famine. Without going into the details of the argument, what we
wish to emphasize here is that attempts to systematize the causes of con-
flict often lead to dichotomies similar to the Realist paradigm we pointed
to earlier. And an organization like the ICRC which begins from a set of
principles based on many of those dichotomies may find itself in situations
where its efforts are counterproductive for those it is trying to help. In this
sense, upholding humanitarian principles is a political move that may under-
cut the ethical basis of the organization's activities.

That is, by accepting the humanitarian/political divide and
accepting mandates for operations called "humanitarian", organizations like
the ICRC may in fact be working against their own objectives. Paradoxi-
cally, a practical conclusion of the situation we have described is that it may
be necessary to limit humanitarian space and reduce humanitarian activities.
Our argument is that if the root causes of the conflicts are properly addressed
and "response-ability"21 developed, then when conflicts arise humanitar-
ian organizations will have limited functions.22

For example, for an organization like UNHCR to be involved
in root cause alleviation is to go beyond its major protective function.The
fact that the political/economic root causes are not being addressed by the
proper organs does not justify expansion of the humanitarian space. As we
have argued, diffusing the humanitarian space may cause it to disappear, not
to expand. For, as in the case of UNHCR, increasing the humanitarian space

20 Jenny Edkins, op. tit., note 17. lateral organizations and those who want to re-

21 Responsibility understood here as being duce humanitarian activities and put the political

able or willing to respond, a distinction I owe to in the forefront by strengthening the political or-

G.M. Dillon. gansof multilateral diplomacy. The fact that both

22 There is an interesting convergence here parties want humanitarianism to be reduced does

between conservatives who see little use for hu- not mean that their ultimate aims or understand-

manitarian activities and want to reduce the bud- ings of politics should be confused.

gets of humanitarian organizations and all multi-
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gives rise to illusions because of the considerable differences between ;
expectations and capacities, and may prove to be counterproductive to help- ;
ing victims. Indeed, UNHCR, after an important period of expansion, has \

begun to scale down its space and to return to its primary objective, namely \

protection, perhaps indirectly recognizing that it had become a victim of i

its own success through bureaucratic overreach.
The expansion of the humanitarian space, we would argue, has

not been helpful. Although this is counterintuitive, we have tried to show
why it is so. The political move of focusing attention on the humanitarian
has shifted attention away from the politics at the heart of conflicts and de-
flected responsibility for some kind of resolution from the proper organi-
zations. It is always difficult for an organization to refuse a mandate, or to say
that a particular problem is not its business. The ICRC has tried valiandy
to remain within its basic principles, and to remain faithful to its limitations.
Nonetheless, the general increase in humanitarian activity has drawn the
ICRC into situations in which its limited, specific mandate has been called
into question.That limited role is not the subject of this reflection. Rather,
we are concerned here with the original problem of when and where hu-
manitarian organizations are called in. We look forward to the day when the
heads of humanitarian organizations will throw the ball back into the court
of the proper political organs in a political gesture of self-denial that we
feel will be helpful to the victims of abuse.

Those are the "pre-original political decisions", and a firm
denial of the Realist tradition. For if this world is not fallen, then the ethi-
cal can exist, although the decisions will not necessarily be based on some
overarching principles and traditions etched in stone. To recognize that the
ethical and the political cannot be separated is to recognize the difficulties
inherent in living in this world.23 Much of the writing on humanitarian-
ism is filled with a dangerous idealism of other-worldly dimensions. While
people like Robert McNamara can be criticized for ordering bombing raids
from Monday to Saturday and then peacefully going to church on Sunday,
idealists can work in the same fallen world from Monday to Saturday and
attend the same church on Sunday, for they live in a similar Realist world.
Idealism and Realism are different sides of the same coin. If we are to move

23 This argument was developed in Daniel relations, Lynne Rienner Publishers, Boulder and

Warner,/!/? ethic of responsibility in international London, 1991.
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away from the bombings, then we must also move away from the idealism.
The separation of the humanitarian from the political is part of a world in
which both have specific places through a very particular relationship. Redu-
cing the divide between the two opens up a whole host of new possibilities.

Again, and to be perfectly clear, this reasoning is not meant to
deny concern for victims or the difficult ethical/political decisions involved
in trying to help. Rather, it is intended to initiate a new debate about the
proper relations between people categorized as victims and those people
or organizations trying to assist.The categorization of certain activities as hu-
manitarian and others as political with their radical separation has not been
helpful for the resolution of conflicts and the eventual targeted aid to vic-
tims. A small step in rethinking that categorization would be to understand
the ontological nature of the categories and the political moves made to sep-
arate the two spheres.

For example, questions faced by the ICRC operationally such
as:"Should aid be given to populations which are either supporting aggres-
sors or which are unable to keep aid from aggressors?" are intimately tied to
political realities. Helping victims in these situations belies the impartiality
and neutrality of visiting prisoners, for example, although choosing not to
testify about human rights violations once again places the political in the
forefront. The decision not to testify about human rights violations is a
very political decision, given legal conventions outlawing certain behaviour.
The ICRC has clearly chosen to place certain priorities above others.

These types of operational decisions show the limitations of the
political/humanitarian divide and the politics of humanitarian activities.
Given the increasing number of those activities, greater transparency in
discussing the nature of the decisions would be to everyone's benefit. In
order to achieve that, a recognition of the politics behind the political/hu-
manitarian divide is a first step which should include a re-examination of
what humanitarian can mean. For to re-examine the political/humanitar-
ian divide is not to suggest that there is no space for humanitarian activi-
ties. Rather, it is to place the humanitarian squarely within the political,
and in so doing to offer greater possibilities not just to victims, but ultimately
for a reduction in the number of victims. In order to do that, humanitari-
anism must be reinvigorated, politically. And this reinvigoration paradoxi-
cally includes the implosion of the political/humanitarian divide and the
eventual circumscription of humanitarian activities. •
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Resume

La politique de la separation du politique de I'humanitaire
par DANiEL WARNER

L'auteur constate que les acteurs politiques sur la scene internationale

portent un interet croissant a «Vhumanitaire» et, notamment, a ce qu'il est

convenu d'appeler «l'espace humanitaire», un espace qui serait clairement

separe du «politique». Cette distinction entre I'humanitaire (qui est «bon»)

et lepolitique (qui est «mauvais») est-ellejustifiee ? - D'unepart, il n'est

guere possible de poursuivre une activite humanitaire sans affronter

des problemes eminemment politiques. D'autre part, tout en soulignant

Vimportance du role des organisations humanitaires — apporter protection

et assistance aux victimes de conflits -, l'auteur rappelle les limites de

leurs activites. H deplore que Vattention du public et des milieux politiques

pour Vaction humanitaire affaiblisse la volonte de s'occuper des causes du

conflit. Le postulat d'une separation rigide entre I'humanitaire et le

politique doit etre revu.

LA REVUE
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